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Abstract—This paper presents a hands-on course in networked control systems (NCS) to be integrated in the education of embedded control systems engineers. The course activities have a strong practical component and most of them are applied exercises to be implemented in a NCS setup. The paper describes the experimental setup and then proposes several activities that can be shaped into a course program according to the needs and diverse background of the targeted audience.

I. INTRODUCTION

Networked control systems [1], [2] are gaining increased attention in many control application areas while the underlying control theory is starting to offer mature and methodological results, e.g. [3], [4]. In a parallel track, since the economic importance of embedded systems has grown exponentially, embedded systems education is becoming an strategic asset and there is a need for including NCS courses in the education of embedded systems engineers. The traditional teaching approach to the diverse disciplines involved in NCS such as control systems, real-time computing and communication systems, can be often quite math-intensive and abstract, thus failing to introduce students to the realities of NCS implementation. Hence, laboratory activities are crucial to consolidate the diverse theoretical material. To this end, this paper presents a hands-on course in networked control systems to be integrated in the education of embedded control systems engineers. The course activities have a strong practical component and most of them are applied exercises to be implemented in a NCS setup. This course can be taken as a complimentary material to other exiting courses in NCS and to other initiatives related to NCS education such as the Networked Control Systems Repository [5] or the NCS wiki page course Introduction to Networked Control Systems [6], to name a few. The proposal in this paper extends to a networked setup a previously presented laboratory experiment targeting microprocessor-based real-time control systems [8]. And extended report describing this course can be found at [9].

II. BACKGROUND ON NCS

NCS take different forms, and two major types of control systems can be identified: shared-network control systems and remote control systems. The hands-on course proposal targets the first type, although several concepts can also be applied to the second type.

The NCS considered for this course has several control loops, each one formed by a sensor, a controller and an actuator implemented in physically separated nodes, sharing a single broadcast domain to exchange the control data required for each control loop operation. For a given networked closed loop system, each operation would require sending the sensor reading in the sensor message after sampling the plant, and sending the control signal in the control message after computing its value in the controller node using the information found in the incoming sensor message.

The most common design and implementation approach for NCS consists in the periodic execution of the control algorithm, which implies that messages from sensors to controllers and from controllers to actuators are periodic [10]. The course will cover these methods, but will also tackle other approaches that go beyond the periodicity of the standard approach, such as rate adaptation techniques to improve the aggregated control performance, e.g. [11], [12], or event-based sampling techniques to minimize bandwidth utilization while still guaranteeing stability and acceptable control performance, e.g. [13], [14].

III. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The basic scheme for the experimental platform for each student group is illustrated in Figure 1. It implements a two-node NCS in which one node acts as a controller (left node) while the other node acts as a sensor and actuator (right node) and it is attached to the plant. The reason for putting together the sensor and actuator in the same node is to save hardware resources.

The controlled plant and processing platform (hardware, real-time operating system, and network) have been carefully selected to have a friendly, flexible, and powerful experimental set-up.

Many controller design methods rely on the accuracy of the plant mathematical model. The more accurate the model,
the more realistic the simulations, and the better the observation of the effects of the controller in the implementation. Hence, the plant was selected among those for which an accurate mathematical model could easily be derived, such as an electronic circuit (as argued in [8]). In particular, a simple electronic circuit in the form of a double integrator (DI) was selected because of the relative simplicity of its components together with the fact that the inherent unstable dynamics makes the control more challenging.

The processing platform consists of the hardware platform, the real-time operating system and the network. As hardware platform, a micro-controller based architecture was selected because NCS are typically implemented using this type of hardware. As discussed in [8], for the processing platform, adopting the Flex board [15] (in its full version) equipped with a Microchip micro-controller dsPIC33FJ256MC710 represents a good compromise between cost, processing power, and programming flexibility. Regarding the real-time operating system, Erika Enterprise real-time kernel [15] was selected because it provides full support for modern scheduling algorithms [16].

Looking at the network, the CAN (Controller Area Network, [17]) protocol that was originally designed for the automotive industry, but it has also become popular in industrial automation as well as other applications, has been selected. CAN provides the basis for many cost-effective distributed embedded applications, and its properties and functionality such as reliability, dependability, or clock synchronization, are being constantly enhanced.

Once the platform is ready, the networked setup for each student in the form of a tower of two flex boards looks like as in Figure 2. The bottom Flex board acts as a (remote) controller, and communicates via CAN with the top Flex board, that acts as a sampler and actuator, and it also contains the plant\(^1\). A daughter board incorporating the DI circuit and CAN communication is plugged into the top Flex board. The same daughter board is plugged into the bottom Flex board, just for CAN communication purposes. Finally, the bottom flex board has another daughter board enabling RS232 communication for monitoring.

The modular architecture design permits networking all student setups in a single CAN network. In this way, a full NCS can be built, where several nodes acting as controllers, sensors and actuators control different DI systems. In addition, another node can be added to the network acting as a monitor/supervisor. The hardware of this node is again a full Flex board, equipped with the two same daughter boards, one with CAN and the other with RS232. Its role is to gather information of the state of all control loops, and to monitor and manage the network bandwidth. This node would be mainly used for the instructor/teacher, although it can be also used by students. A complete NCS with \(N\) control loops together with the supervisor/monitor is shown in Figure 3. Each group, that would correspond to the setup shown in Figure 2, is connected via CAN. Figure 4 shows an example of the full NCS with two groups, together with the monitor/supervisor node. Note that one of the groups has the controller-sensor/actuator hardware and the monitor hardware plugged together in a 3-board tower (on the right).

IV. SOFTWARE

Two types of software can be distinguished. First, the one that goes to each node (Flex board), also named Erika codes, and second, the one that can be run in an external PC for monitoring purposes, that is called

\(^1\)Note that with the same hardware, micro-processor based control can also be tested. In this case, the bottom board is not used, and the top board performs sampling, control algorithm computation and actuation.
CPU mySystem {
  ...
  TASK(TaskReferenceChange {
    REL_DEADLINE = "0.005s"; PRIORITY = 3;
    STACK = SHARED; SCHEDULE = FULL;}
  TASK(TaskController {
    REL_DEADLINE = "0.05s"; PRIORITY = 3;
    STACK = SHARED; SCHEDULE = FULL;}
  COUNTER myCounter;
  ALARM AlarmReferenceChange {
    COUNTER = "myCounter";
    ACTION = ACTIVATETASK {
      TASK = "TaskReferenceChange"; };
  };
  ALARM AlarmController {
    COUNTER = "myCounter";
    ACTION = ACTIVATETASK {
      TASK = "TaskController";
    };
  });

  Fig. 5. Configuration file (conf.oil) for the controller node

  TASK(TaskReferenceChange{
    if (r == -0.5)
      LATBbits.LATB14 ^= 1; Read_State();
    else
      r = -0.5; LATBbits.LATB14 = 0;
    Send_Sensor2Controller_message(&x[0]);
  TASK(TaskController{
    x0 = *(p_x0); //Get state x[0] from CAN msg
    x1 = *(p_x1); //Get state x[1] from CAN msg
    x_hat[0] = x0 - r * Nx[0];
    x_hat[1] = x1 - r * Nx[1];
    u_ss = r * Nu;
    u = -k[0] * x_hat[0] - k[1] * x_hat[1] + u_ss;
    Send_Controller_ref_message(&r);)
  }};

  Fig. 6. Main parts of the code.c for the controller node

  "DCSMonitor" in Figure 3. The node codes, the DCSMonitor, and other information related to this hands-on course are available at http://code.google.com/p/pfc-platform-test/source/browse/.

  A. Main Software in NCS Nodes

  The description of the Erika codes is ordered according to the three type of nodes: controller, sensor/actuator, monitor/supervisor. For each node, the kernel configuration file conf.oil specifies the main parameters for the dsPIC and real-time kernel, and the code.c contains the main functionality. Due to space limitations, the following subsections give a non-detailed overview of each code.

  1) Controller Node: The configuration file is shown in Figure 5. Among different specifications, it defines two tasks, TaskReferenceChange and TaskController, which are implemented in the code.c and associated to an alarm to control their periodicity of execution. The code.c file has three main parts (Figure 6): the main, and the two tasks defined in the conf.oil. The main configures the TaskReferenceChange whose role is to create a reference signal to be tracked by the controller. The TaskReferenceChange code simply generates a square wave that switches from $-0.5v$ to $-0.5v$ each second, and this information is sent over CAN for monitoring purposes. The TaskController is activated by interrupt upon reception of the sensor message delivered over CAN. It gets the plant state from the incoming message, implements a control law (in the figure a state-feedback controller with a tracking configuration), and sends the computed control signal over CAN in the control message.

  2) Sensor/Actuator Node: The sensor/actuator node configuration file is similar to the one in the controller node. However, it defines different tasks that are coded in the corresponding code.c file partially shown in Figure 7. In the main, the periodicity for the sensor task is 50ms and the periodicity for the supervision tasks are 10ms. Note that the periodicity of the actuator task is not defined because it is executed upon reception of the control message sent by the controller node. The TaskSensor reads the
plant state and sends this value in the sensor message over CAN. The TaskSensor_supervision sends the plant state over CAN for monitoring purposes. Similarly, the TaskSupervision sends similar information through the RS232 port. Finally, the TaskActuator, upon reception of the control message, takes the control signal form the message, and applies it to the plant.

3) Monitor/supervisor Node: The conf.oil for this node defines several tasks that are coded in the code.c file partially shown in Figure 8. The TaskSupervision sends data over the RS232 port. The TaskActuatorMonitor mainly obtains the control signal for a given control loop, while the tasks TaskControllerMonitor and TaskSensor_supervision obtain the state of a given plant. The TaskToggleLed blinks a led, and the TaskCANUseless is used to regulate the bandwidth of the network by sending dummy messages. Although not detailed here, the full code.c also implements the code that manages the interaction between the monitor/supervisor node and the DCSMonitor software, which communicate over RS232.

B. DCSMonitor

The DCSMonitor is a monitoring program that can be used by each student group to monitor its own control loop dynamics, but it has been mainly designed for the instructor/teacher to allow monitoring any of the active control loops, as well as to regulate the network bandwidth.

Figure 9 provides a general view of the DCSMonitor. It can perform three main activities. First, it permits to monitor the number of control loops that are exchanging data over the network (Control links in the figure). It also displays the dynamics (reference signal, control signal and states) of a given control loop, either numerically or graphically. And finally, it has a slider bar that permits to regulate the number of dummy messages that are sent over the network to create different bandwidth loads. Note that in Figure 9, at time 82.7s, the reference r has two values, while at time 83.7s, the reference has no value. The same happens with u, x1 and x0. This is an issue related to the way the figure was captured. In execution, this problem is not present.

To allow this functionality, the communication between the monitor/supervisor node and the DCSMonitor software over RS232 was configured two be bidirectional. On one hand, the DCSMonitor sends control commands to the monitor/supervisor node using a simple 8-byte frame coded according to an identifier, whose values and meaning are summarized in table I. On the other hand, the monitor/supervisor node sends to the DCSMonitor a more complete 71-byte frame in which the monitor/supervisor node communicates information about the control loop under supervision, as well as the list of active control loops if required. In the case that the DCSMonitor is used for a student group to monitor its own control loop dynamics, the information is sent by the sensor/actuator node of that particular control loop using a medium 23-byte frame. A scheme of this data exchange is shown in Figure 10, where the top sub-figure shows the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIGNAL_STOP</td>
<td>0x01</td>
<td>It cancels current actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGNAL_MONITOR</td>
<td>0x00</td>
<td>To monitor a particular control loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGNAL_PERCENT</td>
<td>0x02</td>
<td>To generate artificial load in the bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGNAL_DEVICES</td>
<td>0x04</td>
<td>To list all active control loops</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

Commands from DCSMonitor to the Monitor/Supervisor Node
communication when the DCSMonitor is used by the teacher while the bottom sub-figure shows the communication when the DCSMonitor is used by a group of students.

In order to allow the monitor/supervisor node to send accurate monitoring information to the DCSMonitor software over RS232, the CAN messages used in each control loop were coded following different guidelines. First, different levels of priority were required. In addition, it was required to be able to identify different control loops, and in each control loop, different message classes, and even subclasses. This has been achieved by coding each message identifier using different fields.

V. COURSE ACTIVITIES

This section presents some of the activities to carry out in the hands on course using the presented setup. To start with, basic control theory may be needed to establish a common knowledge among all the students. It could include state-space system representation (in the continuous-time but more important in the discrete-time domain and including delays), discrete-time systems analysis (including topics such as controllability and observability, as well as sampling period selection), and control design by state feedback (starting with pole placement techniques and considering delays, together with observer and tracking structures)

From this basic theory, simulation and implementation activities could include:

1) **Open loop analysis**: Using for example Matlab/Simulink for simulation and then the hardware setup, to obtain the open loop system response of the double integrator circuit in front of a reference signal in the form of a square wave.

2) **Closed-loop design in the discrete-time domain**: To design a state feedback controller using for example pole placement in the discrete-time domain (fixing the closed loop continuous-time poles) with tracking structure and assuming that both DI states variable are measured. Performance specifications may include that an stable circuit response must be achieved while hardware constraints such as actuator saturation must be avoided. In this case, the sampling period and closed-loop pole locations for the controller can be obtained by standard design guidelines and rules-of-thumb. Alternatively, it can be specified for example a period of \( h = 0.05 \) s, and to design a discrete state feedback controller placing the continuous closed loop poles at \( p_{1,2} = -5 \pm 20i \), which meet the specifications. This can be simulated and implemented in the hardware setup. At this stage, different type of observers can be also covered. Note that the implementation will be subject to the CAN delay.

3) **Delay effects in NCS**: To simulate for example with TrueTime [18] the NCS for the DI using the settings for period and desired poles as before, with sampling occurring in the sampler node, control algorithm executing in a controller node, and actuation taking place in the actuator node. As a network, CAN can be used with different baud-rates and then to analyze, by observing different responses, how the communication delay affects the performance considering that the controller that applies is the one obtained previously. Note that in this case, the delay is constant. The simulation study can also be implemented by each group, locally, using the NCS setup, and monitoring the response in the DCSMonitor using for example different CAN baud-rates or by increasing the CAN load using the slider bar of the DCSMonitor.

4) **NCS simple controller design**: The degrading effects of delays can be treated using different approaches. A simple approach is to design the controller assuming an input delay in the system, which will result in extending the original state space system with a new state variable that represents the previous control signal [19]. This imposes to place a third discrete-time pole for obtaining the state-feedback gain. It can be placed at 0. Then it can be noted that the application of this new controller is effective for a constant delay but not for the scenario of varying delay. As before, TrueTime can be used for simulation. And in the implementation, all the control loops from all the students can be networked together to study the effect of varying delays in the DI plants.

5) **NCS advanced controller design**: In order to design a controller capable of dealing with varying time delays, several strategies are available, including control-centered approaches, e.g. [1], or implementation-based approaches, e.g. [20]. One or more of them can be simulated and implemented. In addition, using the latest results on rate adaptation techniques and on...
event-driven control listed in Section II, existing results that are able to increment control loops performance and/or to minimize CAN bandwidth utilization can be also simulated and implemented. Note that the last exercise can have different levels of difficulty and may require non-basic control and real-time systems theory for its correct simulation and implementation.

By performing the previous activities students can implement a rich set of exercises. They will observe several DI dynamics according to the activity. Just for illustrative purposes, Figure 11 shows the DI response in the case of having different loads in the CAN network. As the network load increases, the response degrades. This rises questions like “why does the bandwidth utilization influences so much the response of the system?” and it further motivates the students learning process.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a hands-on course in NCS to be integrated in the education of embedded control systems engineers. The course has a strong practical component, and emphasis has been placed in the description of the platform where to implement the diverse activities. Details of the code to be executed in each networked node have been explained and a new software to be executed in an external PC for monitoring purposes has been also presented. Finally, a set of course activities have been listed. The hardware/software set-up presented in this paper is being used at the Technical University of Catalonia in control and embedded systems courses at graduate, master, and PhD levels. It has also been the basis for the series of schools ARTIST Graduate School on RT Kernels for Microcontrollers of the ArtistDesign NoE [21].
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